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While the global pandemic resulted in another 
risk-off scenario for financial markets, risk 
events are a common occurrence that investors 
need to navigate to capture value in yields and 
credit spreads, while containing volatility. 

The term liquid alternatives can incorporate a broad array of investment 
styles, one of which is a long/short approach to credit investing. This 
approach seeks to exploit sources of return away from just carry and pure 
market beta. It utilizes a broad set of instruments that offer the potential to 
capture returns while at the same time preserving capital.

A long/short credit approach may combine the upside potential through 
direct, actively managed exposure to credit markets and/or specific 
sectors/issuers. Portfolio hedges, through dynamic management of short 
positions, aim to materially reduce downside risk and volatility. 

Following last year’s pandemic-induced disruption, market volatility has 
lessened due to the vaccination rollout, subsequent global economic 
reopenings and ongoing monetary, fiscal and regulatory support from central 
banks and governments. 

This has provided a relatively supportive backdrop for credit markets so far 
this year. However, we believe valuations have become particularly 
stretched in certain areas of the market and we are now thinking about how 
a slowing of US monetary and fiscal stimulus might impact fixed income 
markets. 
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We expect rate volatility will return as monetary stimulus is 
scaled back and as prospects for rate normalisation arise in 
the next couple of years. Investors are reaching for yield 
and are increasingly taking too great speculative risk. We 
question whether they are truly being properly 
compensated in this everchanging risk environment. 

Despite central bank stimulus, we believe market 
dislocations will emerge, which may offer numerous 
opportunities to incorporate positive convexity without 
increasing tail volatility risk. 

Against a backdrop where valuations are tight, we believe 
additional portfolio tools are helpful in extracting return, 
such as the ability to use pair and credit curve arbitrage 
trades. 

While the Federal Reserve has asserted that inflation will be 
“transitory,” we believe the inflation risk is real, given 
continued massive stimulus (even as economies are well on 
the path to recovery) and pent-up consumer demand. An 
excess of liquidity, coupled with improved cost structures 
and increased demand, suggests strong corporate earnings 
and a benign default outlook.

Our credit research seems to suggest that corporates 
believe they will be able to pass on a large part of input 
costs to consumers, preserving profit margins. 

However, what if rates increase? We believe spread 
products like high yield can help offset rate increases, and 
that there is still some room for spread tightening in the 
asset class. 

Nevertheless, investors should note that with prices 
converging at ever-higher levels, there is also potential for 
increased volatility. A long/short approach with an 
extended toolkit may be well equipped for the challenges 
ahead. 

This material is not intended to be relied upon as a 
forecast, research, or investment advice, and is not a 
recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any 
securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions 
expressed by Muzinich & Co are as of June 2021 and may 
change without notice.
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Important Information

Muzinich & Co. referenced herein is defined as Muzinich & Co. Limited and its affiliates. This document has been produced for information 
purposes only and as such the views contained herein are not to be taken as investment advice. Opinions are as of date of publication and 
are subject to change without reference or notification to you. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results 
and should not be the sole factor of consideration when selecting a product or strategy. The value of investments and the income from 
them may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Rates of exchange may cause 
the value of investments to rise or fall. This document and the views and opinions expressed should not be construed as an offer to buy or 
sell or invitation to engage in any investment activity; they are for information purposes only. Opinions and statements of financial 
market trends that are based on market conditions constitute our judgement as at the date of this document. They are considered to be 
accurate at the time of writing, but no warranty of accuracy is given and no liability in respect of any error or omission is accepted. 
Certain information contained in this document constitutes forward-looking statements; due to various risks and uncertainties, actual 
events may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Nothing contained in this 
document may be relied upon as a guarantee, promise, assurance or a representation as to the future. All information contained herein is 
believed to be accurate as of the date(s) indicated, is not complete, and is subject to change at any time. Certain information contained 
herein is based on data obtained from third parties and, although believed to be reliable, has not been independently verified by anyone 
at or affiliated with Muzinich and Co., its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. Risk management includes an effort to monitor 
and manage risk but does not imply low or no risk. Emerging Markets may be more risky than more developed markets for a variety of 
reasons, including but not limited to, increased political, social and economic instability; heightened pricing volatility and reduced 
market liquidity. Muzinich & Co., Inc. is a registered investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Muzinich & 
Co., Inc.’s being a Registered Investment Adviser with the SEC in no way shall imply a certain level of skill or training or any authorization 
or approval by the SEC. Issued in the European Union by Muzinich & Co. (Dublin) Limited, which is authorized and regulated by the Central 
Bank of Ireland. Registered in Ireland No. 625717. Registered address: 16 Fitzwilliam Street Upper, Dublin 2, D02Y221, Ireland. Issued in 
Switzerland by Muzinich & Co. (Switzerland) AG. Registered in Switzerland No. CHE-389.422.108. Registered address: Tödistrasse 5, 8002 
Zurich, Switzerland. Issued in Singapore and Hong Kong by Muzinich & Co. (Singapore) Pte. Limited, which is licensed and regulated by the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore. Registered in Singapore No. 201624477K. Registered address: 6 Battery Road, #26-05, Singapore, 
049909. Issued in all other jurisdictions (excluding the U.S.) by Muzinich & Co. Limited. which is authorized and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority. Registered in England and Wales No. 3852444. Registered address: 8 Hanover Street, London W1S 1YQ, United 
Kingdom. 2021-05-18-6474
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